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Abstract. There is an increasing volume of semantically annotated data
available, in particular due to the emerging use of knowledge bases to
annotate or classify dynamic data on the web. This is challenging as
these knowledge bases have a dynamic hierarchical or graph structure
demanding robustness against changes in the data structure over time.
In general, this requires us to develop appropriate models for the hierarchical classes that capture all, and only, the essential solid features of
the classes which remain valid even as the structure changes. We propose hierarchical significant words language models of textual objects
in the intermediate levels of hierarchies as robust models for hierarchical
classiﬁcation by taking the hierarchical relations into consideration. We
conduct extensive experiments on richly annotated parliamentary proceedings linking every speech to the respective speaker, their political
party, and their role in the parliament. Our main ﬁndings are the following. First, we deﬁne hierarchical signiﬁcant words language models
as an iterative estimation process across the hierarchy, resulting in tiny
models capturing only well grounded text features at each level. Second,
we apply the resulting models to party membership and party position
classiﬁcation across time periods, where the structure of the parliament
changes, and see the models dramatically better transfer across time
periods, relative to the baselines.

Keywords: Signiﬁcant words language models

1

· Evolving hierarchies

Introduction

Modern web data is highly structured in terms of containing many facts and
entities in a graph or hierarchies, making it possible to express concepts at
diﬀerent levels of abstraction. However, due to the dynamic nature of data,
their structure may evolve over time. For example, in a hierarchy, nodes can be
removed or added or even transfer across the hierarchy. Thus, modeling objects
in the evolving structures and building robust classiﬁers for them is notoriously
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
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hard and requires employing a set of solid features from the data, which are not
aﬀected by these kinds of changes.
For example, assume we would build a classiﬁer for the “US president” over
recent data, then a standard classiﬁer would not distinguish the role in oﬃce
from the person who is the current president, leading to obvious issues after the
elections in 2016. In other words, if we can separate the model of the function
from the model of the person fulﬁlling it, for example by abstracting over several
presidents, that more general model would in principle be robust over time.
These challenges are ubiquitous in dealing with any dynamic data annotated
with concepts from a hierarchical structure. We study the problem in the context
of parliamentary data, as a particular web data. Parliamentary proceedings in
public government are one of the fully annotated data with an enriched dynamic
structure linking every speech to the respective speaker, their role in the parliament and their political party.
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Fig. 1. Hierarchical relations in parliament.

Consider a simple hierarchy of a multi-party parliament as shown in Fig. 1,
which determines diﬀerent categories relevant to diﬀerent layers of membership
in the parliament. Also assume that all speeches of members of the parliament
are available and each object in the hierarchy is represented using all the speeches
given by members aﬃliated by the object. It is desirable to use text classiﬁcation approaches to study how speeches of politicians relate to ideology or other
factors such as party membership or party status as government or opposition,
over diﬀerent periods of parliament. To this end, we need models representing
each object in the intermediate levels of the hierarchy as a category representing
all its descendant objects. However, in the parliament hierarchy, since members
and parties can move in the hierarchy over diﬀerent periods, it is challenging to
estimate models that transfer across time. For instance, after elections, governments change and prior opposition parties may form the new government, and
prior government parties form the new opposition. Thus, if the model of, say,
status in terms of government and opposition, is aﬀected by terms related to the
parties’ ideology, they will not be valid in the next period. This requires making
these models less dependent on the “accidental” parties and members forming
the government in a particular period and capture the essential features of the
abstract notion of status.
In order to estimate a robust model for an object in an evolving hierarchy,
we need to explicitly take all the relations between the object and other objects
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in other layers into account and try to capture essential features by removing
features that are better explained by other objects in diﬀerent layers. This way,
by estimating independent models for related objects, we can assure that the
models remain valid even if the relational structure of the hierarchy changes
over time.
Based on this, we propose hierarchical significant words language models
(HSWLM) of hierarchical objects, which are highly robust against structural
changes by capturing, all, and only the signiﬁcant terms as stable set of features. Our inspiration comes from the early work on information retrieval by
Luhn [13], in which it is argued that in order to establish a model consisting
of significant words, we need to eliminate both common words and rare words.
Based on this idea, with respect to the structure of the hierarchy, we propose to
deﬁne general terms as terms already explained by ancestor models, and speciﬁc
terms as terms already explained by models of descendants, and then employ the
parsimonization technique [10] to hierarchically eliminate them as non-essential
terms from the models, leading to models that capture permanent signiﬁcant
words.
The main aim of this paper is to develop appropriate language models for
classification of objects in the evolving hierarchies. We break this down into a
number of concrete research questions:
1. How to estimate robust language models for objects in the evolving hierarchies, by explicitly taking relations between the levels into account?
2. How eﬀective are hierarchical signiﬁcant words language models for classifying
textual objects regarding diﬀerent levels of the hierarchy across time periods?
3. Do the resulting hierarchical signiﬁcant words language models capture common characteristics of classes in diﬀerent levels of hierarchy over time?
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Next, in Sect. 2, we discuss
related work. Section 3 introduces our approach to estimate hierarchical signiﬁcant words language models. In Sect. 4 we apply our models to the parliamentary proceedings, and show how eﬀective are HSWLMs to model party status
and party membership across diﬀerent government periods. Furthermore, we
investigate the ability of models for capturing similar and stable features of parliamentary objects over time. Finally, Sect. 5 concludes the paper and discusses
extensions and future work.

2

Related Work

There is considerable research related to our work in terms of using the same
type of data, or focusing on the problem of hierarchical text classiﬁcation or
aiming on improving transferability of models over time, which we discuss them
in this section.
There is a range of work on political data which is related to our research
in terms of using the same type of data and hierarchical structure. The recent
study of Hirst et al. [11] is the closest to our work. They presented an analytical
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study on the eﬀectiveness of classiﬁers on political texts. Using Canadian parliamentary data they demonstrated that although classiﬁers may perform well in
terms of accuracy on party classiﬁcation in the parliamentary data, they pick the
expressions of opposition and government, of attack and defence, or of questions
and answers, and not of ideology. They also showed that using classic approach
for categorization fails in extracting ideology by examining the models over different government periods. In our paper, we examine our method also with the
evaluation strategy of Hirst et al., and in contrast to the failure of classic categorization methods on parliamentary data reported before, we demonstrate that
our proposed method performs well under these diﬃcult conditions.
Although our research problem diﬀers from issues in typical hierarchical text
classiﬁcation problems using a topical hierarchy [8,9,19,20], we review some
research in this area and will use eﬀective approaches like SVM as baselines in our
experiments. McCallum et al. [15] proposed a method for modeling an object in the
hierarchy, which tackles the problem of data sparseness for low layered objects. They
used shrinkage estimator to smooth the model of each leaf object with the model of
its ancestors to make them more reliable. Ogilvie and Callan [16] and Oh et al. [17]
extended the McCallum et al.’s idea by including the models of children as well as
parents, and controlling the level of information that is needed to be gathered from
ancestors. Recently, Song and Roth [21] tackled the problem of representing hierarchical objects with the lack of training data by embedding all objects in a semantic space to be able to compute a meaningful semantic similarity between them.
Although the general problem in these papers is similar to ours, they address the
problem of train data sparseness [15,21] or present techniques for handling large
scale data [17].
In terms of modeling hierarchical objects, there are similarities with work on
hierarchical topic modeling. Kim et al. [12] used Hierarchical Dirichlet Process
(HDP) [22] to construct models for objects in the hierarchies using their own
models as well as the models of their ancestors. Also Zavitsanos et al. [26] used
HDP to construct the model of objects in a hierarchy employing the models of
its descendants. These research try to bring out precise topic models using the
structure of the hierarchy, but they do not aim to capture a model which keeps
its validity over the time even while changes occur in the structural relations.
The longitudinal changes in the data in our problem, relate it to the works on
constructing dynamic models for data streams [1,24]. In this line of research,
they ﬁrst discovered the topics from data and then tried to eﬃciently update
the models as data changes over the time, while our method aims to identify
tiny precise models that remain valid over time. Research on domain adaptation [2,23] also tried to tackle the problem of missing features when very diﬀerent
vocabulary are used in test and train data. This diﬀers from our approach ﬁrst
in terms of considering the hierarchical relations, and also the fact that we aim
to estimate models that are robust against changes in the structural relations,
not the corpus vocabulary.
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Hierarchical Significant Words Language Models

In this section, we address our ﬁrst research questions: “How to estimate robust
language models for objects in the evolving hierarchies, by explicitly taking relations between the levels into account?” We propose to extract hierarchical signiﬁcant words language models (HSWLM) as models estimated for objects in evolving
hierarchies that are robust and persistent even by changing the structural relations
in the hierarchy over time. Each object in the hierarchy is assumed to be a textual
document, representing the corresponding concept of that object in the hierarchy.
Basically, our proposed approach, two-way parsimonization, tries to iteratively re-estimate the models by discarding non-essential terms from them. This
pruning for each object is accomplished using parsimonization technique toward
both the ancestors of the object and its descendants. One of the main components
of the process of estimating HSWLM is the procedure of Model Parsimonization,
which we will discuss ﬁrst.
3.1

Model Parsimonization

Model parsimonization is a technique that was introduced by Hiemstra et al.
[10] in which given a raw probabilistic estimation, the goal is to re-estimate the
model so that non-essential terms are eliminated with regard to the background
estimation.
To do so, each term t in the object model, θo , assumed to be drawn from
a two-component mixture model, where the ﬁrst component is the background
language model, θB , and the other is the latent parsimonious model of the object,
θ̃o . With regard to the generative models, when a term t is generated using this
mixture model, ﬁrst a model is chosen and then the term is sampled using the
chosen model. Thus, the probability of generating term t can be shown as follows:
p(t|θo ) = αp(t|θ̃o ) + (1 − α)p(t|θB ),

(1)

where α is the standard smoothing parameter that determines the probability
of choosing the parsimonious model to generate the term t. The log-likelihood
function for generating all terms in the whole object o is:



c(t, o) log αp(t|θ̃o ) + (1 − α)p(t|θB ) ,
(2)
log p(o|θ̃o ) =
t∈o

where c(t, o) is the frequency of occurrence of term t in object o. With the goal
of maximizing this likelihood function, the maximum likelihood estimation of
p(o|θ̃o ) can be computed using the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm
by iterating over the following steps:
E-step:
αp(t|θ̃o )
,
(3)
p[t ∈ T ] = c(t|o).
αp(t|θ̃o ) + (1 − α)p(t|θB )
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M-step:
p(t|θ̃o ) = 

p[t ∈ T ]

t ∈T p[t ∈ T ]

(4)

where T is the set of all terms with non-zero probability in the initial estimation. In Eq. 3, θo is the maximum likelihood estimation. θ̃o represents the
parsimonious model, which in the ﬁrst iteration, is initialized by the maximum
likelihood estimation, similar to θo .

Fig. 2. Pseudocode of Estimating hierarchical signiﬁcant words language models.

Modified Model Parsimonization. In the original model parsimonization
[10], the background model is explained by the estimation of the collection language model, i.e. the model representing all the objects. So, according to Eq. 3,
parsimonization penalizes raw inference of terms that are better explained by the
collection language model, as the background model, and continuing the iterations, their probability is adjusted to zero. This eventually results in a model with
only the speciﬁc and distinctive terms of the object that makes it distinguishable
from other objects in the collection.
However, with respect to the hierarchical structure, and our goal in twoway parsimonization for removing the eﬀect of other layers in the object model,
we need to use parsimonization technique in diﬀerent situations: (1) toward
ancestors of the object (2) toward its descendants. Hence, besides parsimonizing
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toward a single parent object in the upper layers, as the background model,
we need to be able to do parsimonization toward multiple descendants in lower
layers.
We propose the following equation for estimating the background model,
which supports multiple background object, to be employed in the two-way
model parsimonization:



normalized
(1 − p(t|θbj ))
(5)
p(t|θbi )
p(t|θB ) ←−−−−−−−
ti ∈B

bj ∈B
j=i

In this equation, B is the set of background objects—either one or multiple, and
θbi demonstrates the model of each background object, bi , which is estimated
using MLE. We normalize all the probabilities of the terms to form a distribution.
In two-way parsimonization, regarding the abstraction level in the hierarchy,
when the background model represents an ancestor object in the upper layers
of the hierarchy, it is supposed to reﬂect the generality of terms, so that parsimonaizing toward this model brings “speciﬁcation” for the estimated model
by removing general terms. On the other hand, when the background model
represents multiple descendants from lower layers, it is supposed to reﬂect the
speciﬁcity of terms, so that parsimonaizing toward this model brings “generalization” for the estimated model by discarding speciﬁc terms.
According to the aforementioned meanings of background model in these
situations, Eq. 5 provides a proper estimation: In the multiple background case,
it assigns a high probability to a term if it has a high probability in one of
the background (descendant) models but not others, marginalizing over all the
background models. This way, the higher the probability is, the more speciﬁc
the term will be. In the single background case, i.e. having only one background
object in the set B, p(x|θB ) would be equal to p(x|θb ), i.e. MLE of background
object b. Since this single background object is from upper layers that are more
general, this model reﬂects generality of terms.
Figure 2a presents pseudo-code of Expectation-Maximization algorithm
which is employed in the modiﬁed model parsimonization procedure. In general, in the E-step, the probabilities of terms are adjusted repeatedly and in the
M-step, adjusted probability of terms are normalized to form a distribution.
Model parsimonization is an almost parameter free process. The only parameter is the standard smoothing parameter α, which controls the level of parsimonization, so that the lower values of α result in more parsimonious models.
The iteration is repeated a ﬁxed number of times or until the estimates do not
change signiﬁcantly anymore.
3.2

Estimating HSWLM

We now investigate the question: How hierarchical signiﬁcant words language
models provide robust models by taking out aspects explained at other levels?
In order to estimate HSWLM, in each iteration, there are two main stages: a
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Specification stage and a Generalization stage. In loose terms, in the speciﬁcation stage, the model of each object is speciﬁed relative to its ancestors and
in generalization stage, the model of each object is generalized considering all
its descendants. The pseudo-code of overall procedure of estimating HSWLM is
presented in Fig. 2b. Before the ﬁrst round of the procedure, a standard estimation like maximum likelihood estimation is used to construct the initial model
for each object in the hierarchy. Then, in each iteration, models are updated in
speciﬁcation and generalization stages. These two stages are repeated until all
the estimated models of all objects become stable.
In the speciﬁcation stage, the parsimonization method is used to parsimonize
the model of an object toward its ancestors, from the root of the hierarchy to its
direct parent, as background estimations. The top-down order in the hierarchy
is important here. Because when a model of an ancestor is considered as the
background estimation, it should demonstrate the “speciﬁc” properties of that
ancestor. Due to this fact, it is important that before considering the model
of an object as the background estimation in speciﬁcation stage, it should be
already speciﬁed toward its ancestors. Pseudo-code for the recursive procedure
of speciﬁcation of objects’ model is shown in Fig. 2c.
After speciﬁcation stage, unless the root object, the models of all the objects
are updated and the terms related to general properties are discarded from
all models. In the generalization stage, again parsimonization is exploited but
toward descendants. In the hierarchy, descendants of an object are usually supposed to represent more speciﬁc concepts compared to the object. Although
the original parsimonization essentially accomplishes the eﬀect of speciﬁcation,
parsimonizing the model of an object toward its descendants’ models means
generalizing the model. Here also, before considering the model of an object as
background estimation, it should be already generalized toward its ancestors,
so generalization moves bottom up. Figure 2d presents the pseudo-code for the
recursive procedure of generalization of objects’ model. It is noteworthy that
the order of the stages is important. In the generalization, the background models of descendants are supposed to be speciﬁc enough to show their extremely
speciﬁc properties. Hence, generalization stages must be applied on the output
models of speciﬁcation stages as shown in Fig. 2b where speciﬁcation precedes
generalization.
It is noteworthy that although the process of estimating HSWLM is an iterative method, it is highly eﬃcient. This is because of the fact that in the ﬁrst iteration of the process, model parsimonization in speciﬁcation and generalization
stages results in tiny eﬀective models which do not contain unessential terms.
Therefore, in the next iterations, the process deals with sparse distributions,
with very small numbers of essential terms.
In this section, we proposed to iteratively use of parsimonization to take out
general aspects explained at higher levels and estimate more speciﬁc and precise
models as well as eliminating speciﬁc aspects of lower layers, to make models
more general, — resulting in hierarchical signiﬁcant words language models.
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This section investigates our second research question: “How eﬀective are hierarchical signiﬁcant words language models for classifying textual objects regarding
diﬀerent levels of the hierarchy across time periods?” We ﬁrst explain the data
collection we used as well as our experimental settings. Then we discuss how the
estimation method addresses the requirement outlined in the introduction.
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Fig. 3. Composition of Dutch parliament in 3 periods. VVD:People’s Party for
Freedom and democracy, PvdA:Labour Party, CDA:Christian Democratic Appeal,
PVV :Party for Freedom, SP :The Socialist Party, D66 :Democrats 66, GL:Green-Left,
CU :Christian-Union.

4.1

Data Collection and Experimental Settings

In this research, we have made use of the Dutch parliamentary data. The data
are collected and annotated as the part of PoliticalMashup project [18] to make
semantically enriched parliamentary proceedings available as open data [14].
As a brief background, Dutch parliamentary system is a multi-party system,
requiring a coalition of parties to form the government. We have chosen three
interesting periods of parliament, from March 2006 to April 2014, in which eight
main parties have about 95 % of seats in the parliament. The coalition in the
ﬁrst period is between a left-wing party and a centrism party, in the second
period between a right-wing party and centrism party, and in the third, between
a right-wing and left-wing party. Figure 3 shows the hierarchical structure of
Dutch parliament in these three diﬀerent periods.
In order to model parliamentary objects, ﬁrst of all, we prepare the data. In
the proceedings, there are series of parliamentary speeches by diﬀerent MPs following the debate structure. We invert the data matrix so that for each speaker
we collect their speeches as a single document, which represents the features
of that member. Then, for representing the internal objects in the parliament’s
hierarchy, we ﬁrst consider members as the leaf objects and then concatenate all
leaf documents below internal objects as a single document which textually represent them: ﬁrst over parties, and then parties into government and opposition,
etc. The whole corpus consists of 14.7 million terms from 240,501 speeches, and
contains 2.1 million unique terms. No stemming and no lemmatization is done
on the data and also stop words and common words are not removed in data
preprocessing. After data preparation, we estimate HSWLM for all objects in
the hierarchy as it is explained in Sect. 3.
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Classification Across Periods

As an extrinsic evaluation of the estimated models, we investigate the question:
“How hierarchical signiﬁcant words language models provide robust models by
taking out aspects explained at other levels?” In the parliament, the composition
of parties and statuses changes over diﬀerent periods (Fig. 3) and hence the
speeches related to diﬀerent objects can vary dramatically. Due to this fact,
cross period classiﬁcation is notoriously challenging [11,25]. We show that our
proposed approach tackles the problem of having non-stable models when the
composition of parliament evolves during the time, by capturing the essence of
language models of parliamentary objects at aggregate levels.
Tables 1b and 2b show the performance of employing HSWLM on status and
party classiﬁcation respectively. As a hard baseline, we have employed SVM
classiﬁer on parliamentary data like experiments done in [7] and also examined
it on the cross period situation. Tables 1a and 2a indicate the results of SVM
classiﬁer on status and party classiﬁcation respectively. Comparing the results in
Tables 1b and a, we see that the accuracy of SVM in within period experiments
is sometimes slightly better, but in cross period experiments, classiﬁer which
uses HSWLM of statuses achieves better results. This is also observed in the
results in Table 2b compare to the results in Table 2a.
For party classiﬁcation, employing HSWLM results more signiﬁcant improvement over the baseline. Hirst et al. [11] discuss that since the status of members
in parliament, compare to their party, has more eﬀect on the content of their
speeches, classiﬁers tend to pick features related to the status, not the party ideologies. So, SVM performs very well in terms of accuracy in the within-period
experiments, but this performance is indebted to the separability of parties due
Table 1. Results on the task of status classiﬁcation.
(a) Accuracy of SVM classifier
Test

2006-10
2010-12
2012-14
All

Test

Period

2006-10

2010-12

2012-14

All

84.14
68.29
68.90
-

68.83
78.57
75.97
-

87.24
87.91
88.59
-

79.87

Train

Period

Train

(b) Accuracy of classifier uses SWLM

2006-10
2010-12
2012-14
All

2006-10

2010-12

2012-14

All

82.32
79.87
78.65
-

80.51
74.66
77.27
-

89.29
88.58
93.28
-

86.98

Table 2. Results on the task of party classiﬁcation.
(b) Accuracy of classifier uses SWLM

(a) Accuracy of SVM classifier
Test

2006-10
2010-12
2012-14
All

Test

Period

2006-10

2010-12

2012-14

All

47.56
29.87
31.09
-

29.22
40.90
30.51
-

26.84
35.57
44.96
-

39.18

Train

Train

Period

2006-10
2010-12
2012-14
All

2006-10

2010-12

2012-14

All

44.51
40.85
40.24
-

46.10
40.25
38.96
-

43.62
39.59
42.28
-

49.94
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to their status. Hence, changing the status in cross period experiments, using
trained model on other periods fails to predict the party so the accuracies drop
down. This is exactly the point which the strengths of our proposed method
kicks in. Since for each party, the HSWLM is less aﬀected by the status of the
party in that period, the model remains valid even when the status is changed.
In other words, eliminating the eﬀect of the status layer in the party model in the
speciﬁcation stage ensures that party model captures the essential terms related
to the party ideology, not its status. Thereby, it is a stable model which is transferable through the time. We conducted the one-tailed t-test on the results. In
both party and status classiﬁcation, in all cases which HSWLM performs better
than the SVM, the improvement is statistically signiﬁcant (p-value < 0.005).
To get a better intuition of the procedure of estimating HSWLM, consider the hierarchical relations of Dutch parliaments in the period of 2006–2010
which is depicted in Fig. 3. Assume that the goal is modeling language usage of
“Christian-Union (CU)” as an object in the party layer. In the speeches from the
members of this party, words like “Chairman” or “Agree” might occur repeatedly. However, they are not a good point of reference for the party’s ideological language usage. In the procedure of estimating HSWLM of the “ChristianUnion”, these words are removed from the initial estimated standard language
model in the speciﬁcation stages, since “Chairman” is a general term in the
parliamentary domain and is only able to explain the root object and “Agree’
is somehow an indicator of language usage of all the “Government” parties. On
the other side, consider the goal is to model language usage of “Government” as
an object in the status layer. Speeches from “Christian-Union” members, which
are also counted as “Government” members, may contain words like “Bible”
or “Charity”. It is trivial that involving these party-speciﬁc words in the constructed model for the “Government” in an individual period demolishes the
comprehensiveness. In the procedure of estimating HSWLM for the “Government”, in the generalization stages, these words are discarded from the model.
This way, “Government” model does not lose its validity on other periods where
the “Christian-Union” is not in a Government party.
As another indicator of the eﬀectiveness of HSWLM, it outperforms the SVM
bringing all the data together from three diﬀerent periods in both party and
status classiﬁcation. This is because it gets the chance of having a more rich
train data which leads to more precise models. While in SVM, changes in the
parliamentary composition make speeches diverse and this makes it not to be
able to learn a concrete model.
4.3

Invariance of Models

This section investigates our third research question: “Do the resulting hierarchical signiﬁcant words language models capture common characteristics of classes
in diﬀerent levels of hierarchy over time?” As an intrinsic evaluation of the models, we evaluate the invariance of models over diﬀerent periods—how similar are
models of a particular object in the hierarchy when trained on data from diﬀerent periods. Since HSWLM is supposed to captures the essence of objects, not
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Fig. 4. Average of JS-Divergence of standard language models and HSWLMs for parliamentary entities in three diﬀerent periods.

only HSWLM of an object learned using an individual period should be valid
for representing the object on other periods, but also models of the same object
learned on data from diﬀerent periods should be invariant.
To assess this, we use the diversity of objects’ models in diﬀerent periods to
measure their (in)variance over time. First, all HSWLM from diﬀerent periods
of each party and each status is smoothed using Jelinek-Mercer smoothing [27]
considering all parliamentary speeches in the corresponding period as the background collection and with the same value of the smoothing parameter. Then,
we use the Jensen-Shannon divergence as the diversity metric to measure dissimilarities between each two HSWLMs learned from diﬀerent periods and then
calculate the average of values for each object. As the baseline, the same calculation is done for the standard language models of objects, i.e. language models
estimated using maximum likelihood estimation. Figure 4 shows the diversity of
models in diﬀerent periods. As can be seen, in all objects in both party and
status layers, diversity of HSWLM of diﬀerent periods is lower than diversity
of standard language models, which shows the extracted HSWLMs are more
invariant over diﬀerent periods.
In this section, we examined classiﬁcation accuracy over time using HSWLM
and saw signiﬁcantly better results across diﬀerent government periods. This
suggest that HSWLM captures the essential and permanent features of parliamentary objects. Moreover, we looked at the divergence of models from diﬀerent
periods, and observed that HSWLMs from diﬀerent periods are more invariant
compared to the standard models.

5

Conclusions

In this research, we dealt with the problem of modeling hierarchical objects
for building classiﬁers in diﬀerent levels of evolving hierarchies. To address this
problem, inspired by parsimonious language models used in information retrieval,
we proposed hierarchical significant words language models (HSWLM).
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Our ﬁrst research question was: How to estimate robust language models for
objects in the evolving hierarchies, by explicitly taking relations between the levels into account? We proposed the iteratively use of parsimonization to take out
general aspects explained at higher levels and eliminate speciﬁc aspects of lower
levels—resulting in HSWLM. Our second question was: How eﬀective are hierarchical signiﬁcant words language models for classifying textual objects regarding
diﬀerent levels of the hierarchy across time periods? We utilized HSWLM for the
task of party and status classiﬁcation in the parliament over time. The results
showed that since the models capture the essential and permanent features of
parliamentary objects, they lead to signiﬁcantly better classiﬁcation accuracy
across diﬀerent government periods. Our third question was: Do the resulting
hierarchical signiﬁcant words language models capture common characteristics
of classes in diﬀerent levels of hierarchy over time? We designed an experiment
in which divergence of models from diﬀerent periods is measured for all objects.
We observed that HSWLMs from diﬀerent periods are more consistent compared
to the standard models.
The general idea of HSWLM is to estimate models possessing separation
property [6] and it is generally applicable in other problems [3–5]. Besides, we
are currently extending the work in this paper in several directions. First, we
apply the approach to other kinds of web data in particular social network data.
Second, we investigate the eﬀectiveness of the models for various other hierarchical classiﬁcation tasks, in particular those over dynamic or stream data, and
develop variants dealing with data sparsity. Third, we further develop new variants of topic models building on the specialization and generalization outlined
in this paper.
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